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SUMMARY GitHub is a developers’ social networking service
that hosts a great number of open source software (OSS) projects.
Although some of the hosted projects are growing and have many
developers, most projects are organized by a few developers and
face difficulties in terms of sustainability. OSS projects depend
mainly on volunteer developers, and attracting and retaining these
volunteers are major concerns of the project stakeholders. To in-
vestigate the population structures of OSS development communi-
ties in detail and conduct software analytics to obtain actionable
information, we apply a demographic approach. Demography is
the scientific study of population and seeks to identify the levels
and trends in the size and components of a population. This paper
presents a case study, investigating the characteristics of the pop-
ulation structures of OSS projects on GitHub, and shows popula-
tion projections generated with the well-known cohort component
method. We found that there are four types of population struc-
tures in OSS development communities in terms of experiences and
contributions. In addition, we projected the future population ac-
curately using a cohort component population projection method.
This method predicts a population of the next period using a sur-
vival rate calculated from past population. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study that applied demography to the
field of OSS research. Our approach addressing OSS-related prob-
lems based on demography will bring new insights, since studying
population is novel in OSS research. Understanding current and
future structures of OSS projects can help practitioners to monitor
a project, gain awareness of what is happening, manage risks, and
evaluate past decisions.
key words: OSS, Software Development Communities, Software
Population Pyramids, Demography

1. Introduction

As of 2014, GitHub reported having over 3.4 million users
and 16.7 million repositories∗. Why does GitHub attract
so many developers? Several studies have identified the
essence of this success [1]–[4]. GitHub is a distributed
version control system (DVCS) and a web-based hosting
service for Git repositories. Brindescu et al. assessed the
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differences between the centralized version control sys-
tem (CVCS) and DVCS [1]. They reported that devel-
opers prefer DVCS because of its useful features, such as
the ability to commit locally, work offline while retaining
full project history, and create merging branches cheaply.
Muşlu et al. reported that developers moved from CVCS
to DVCS because DVCS has the ability to work offline,
to work incrementally, and to context switch and do ex-
ploratory coding efficiently [2]. GitHub has tapped into
the opportunity to facilitate pull-based development by
offering workflow support tools, such as code reviewing
systems and integrated issue trackers. Gousios et al. re-
ported the impacts of pull-based development based on
mining repository data: fast development, transparency
in project management, attracting contributions, crowd
sourcing of code review, and democratizing development
[3]. GitHub is also considered as a developers’ social
networking service, and it promotes software develop-
ment through formal and informal collaboration, called
social coding. Dabbish et al. examined the value of
transparency and collaboration in OSS, reporting that
developers form a rich set of social inferences, including
inferring technical goals and vision and trying to iden-
tify projects with similar, and developers combine these
inferences into effective strategies for coordinating work,
advancing technical skills, and managing their reputa-
tions [4].

Although GitHub has many attractive features and
many users and repositories, most projects are inactive
and have very few commits. Based on a qualitative man-
ual analysis of GitHub repositories, Kalliamvakou et al.
reported that the majority of the projects are personal
and inactive [5]. To survive and succeed, software de-
velopment communities need to attract and retain con-
tributors. Yamashita et al. proposed a pair of pop-
ulation metrics, namely, magnetism and stickiness [6].
Magnet projects are defined as those that attract a large
proportion of new contributors, and sticky projects as
those where a large proportion of the contributors will
continue to make contributions. With the two values
of magnetism and stickiness, OSS projects are classified
into the following four categories: (1) Attractive projects
have high magnet and high sticky values. These projects
are successful both at attracting new contributors and
at retaining existing ones. (2) Fluctuating projects have
high magnet but low sticky values. These projects are
successful at attracting new contributors but unsuccess-
ful at retaining them. Therefore, the members of these
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OSS development communities fluctuate from year to
year. (3) Stagnant projects have low magnet but high
sticky values. In contrast to fluctuating projects, stag-
nant projects retain existing contributors but cannot at-
tract new ones. (4) Terminal projects have low magnet
and low sticky values. Based on this classification, Ya-
mashita et al. empirically studied OSS project histories
and identified at-risk projects.

The work of Yamashita et al. suggests that we
should go further to analyze moving human resources
of OSS projects in more details not only for the eval-
uation of project sustainability but also for providing
actionable information to help practitioners monitor a
project, know what is really working, improve efficiency,
manage risk, anticipate changes, and evaluate past deci-
sions [7]. For example, if one could know that a project
is attracting new contributors but loosing experienced
contributors, then it can be considered that the project
is changing its direction originally intended by the expe-
rienced contributors. For a straightforward way to ana-
lyze such moving human resources, this paper focuses on
the populations of development communities. And, to
conduct software analytics in populations of OSS devel-
opment communities, we apply an approach taken from
demography. Demography is the scientific study of pop-
ulation. Demographers seek to uncover the levels and
trends in a population’s size and components [8]. Every
population has a different composition: the number and
proportion of males and females in each age group. This
structure can have considerable impact on the popula-
tion’s current and future social and economic situation.
Government policymakers and planners worldwide use
population projections to gauge future demand for ser-
vices and to forecast future demographic characteristics.
We believe this perspective, that is, demography for ac-
tionable information, is also important for OSS projects
to manage sustainable development communities.

A population pyramid is a graphical illustration of
the distribution of the various age groups in a popula-
tion. Depending on the countries’ conditions, the shape
of population pyramids varies. Population pyramids are
used to show the current status of a country’s popula-
tion and provide insights about political and social sta-
bility, as well as economic growth. Population projec-
tion is a powerful approach to discuss future populations
[9]. In a previous study, we applied population pyramids
to OSS development communities. We dubbed this ap-
proach software population pyramids [10]. In software
population pyramids, contributors are grouped by their
experiences in the communities. Extending the previ-
ous study [10], this paper investigates the characteristics
of the population structures observed in OSS projects
in GitHub by introducing demographic analysis. In ad-
dition, we project the future of population structures
using the well-known cohort component method. We
address the following research questions in this paper:
What characteristics of population structures exist in
OSS projects in GitHub, and can we project future pop-
ulation structures? The differences between this study
and the Yamashita et al. study [6] can be summarized
as follows:

（a) India in 2010

（b） Japan in 2050

Fig. 1 General population pyramid.
(http://populationpyramid.net/)

• The study of Yamashita et al. is based on popu-
lation migration metrics. Therefore, their research
specialized in the migration and remaining of devel-
opers. In contrast, we introduced the demographic
approach. Therefore, we can investigate population
structures deeply and predict the future of develop-
ment communities with a well-known method.

• Yamashita et al. considered developers to be au-
thors of code changes, so they focused only on the
commit and pull request activities. However, we are
also interested in other contributors who send issues
and comments. So we analyze other activities as well
as commit and pull request activities, which makes
it possible to understand development communities
in detail.

• Our software population pyramids consist of various
experience groups in a software development com-
munities. Our method thus allows us to see long-
term contributors, though the previous study did
not distinguish between the experiences of individ-
ual developers.
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2. Demographic Analysis

2.1 Population Structures

Age and sex are the most basic characteristics of a pop-
ulation. Every population has a different age and sex
composition, and this population structure can have con-
siderable impact on the population’s current and future
social and economic situation [8]. A population pyramid
graphically displays a population’s age and sex compo-
sition.

In a general population pyramid, the population is
distributed along the horizontal axis, with males shown
on the left and females on the right. The male and
female populations are broken down into five-year age
groups represented by horizontal bars along the verti-
cal axis, with the youngest age groups at the bottom
and the oldest at the top. The shape of the population
pyramid gradually evolves over time, following trends in
fertility, mortality, and international migration. We can
understand the status of a country just by looking at
population pyramids. Figure 1(a) shows the population
pyramid of India in 2010. This pyramid is large toward
bottom, a form that is common in developing countries.
Population pyramids are also useful for predicting the
future composition of a population. Figure 1(b) shows
the projected population pyramid of Japan in 2050. It
seems like a tower rather than a pyramid. This form
is common in low birth rate and high longevity coun-
tries. Depending on the countries’ status, the shape of
population pyramids varies.

2.2 Software Population Pyramids

There are various contributors to the OSS project. There
are, for example, bug reporters, commenters, reviewers,
and coding contributors. All contributions and various
contributors are important for OSS projects. For exam-
ple, bug reporters assume an important role in improv-
ing the quality of OSS [11]. Also, developers can keep up
motivation by getting some comments of thanks, admi-
ration, or opinion. However, coding contributors, bug re-
porters, and commenters differ essentially. Contributors
can comment or report bugs without a deep understand-
ing of source code files, but coding contributors need to
understand them. So, coding contributors are considered
to be required to have specific skills, unlike bug reporters
or commenters. Therefore, in this study, we distinguish
coding contributors with other, non-coding contributors.

It is often the case that core developers contribute
to both coding and non-coding activities. We identify
individuals as coding contributors if the contributors
have experienced code-related activities at least once in
his/her existing period. If a contributor only has non-
coding activities in a given period, he/she is regarded as
a non-coding contributor. Then if the contributor begins
code-related activities later, he/she will be classified as
a coding contributor. To clarify such transitions, we call
such contributors “moved contributors”. End users play

an important role in maintaining contributors’ motiva-
tion [12]. However, because contributions of end users
are not recorded in software repositories in general, our
study do not consider them.

We have proposed software population pyramids:
population pyramids of software development commu-
nities [10]. Contributors are considered to be the con-
stituent member of the communities, and the contribu-
tion periods are regarded as existing periods or lifetimes.
A software population pyramid consists of two back-to-
back bar graphs, with the population plotted on the X-
axis and experience on the Y-axis. The bar graph on
the right shows coding contributors, and the bar graph
on the left shows non-coding contributors in a partic-
ular population in three-month experience groups. In
a general population pyramid, the populations are bro-
ken down into five-year age groups. However, we should
make software population pyramids with shorter peri-
ods because the five-year length is too long for OSS
projects. In our previous study, we analyzed software
population pyramids in one year length[10]. However,
we found that many contributors leave projects within
a year. In addition, less than three months is too short
for many projects to obtain enough data to draw a pop-
ulation pyramid. So, in this study, we make software
population pyramids with three months groups, and an-
alyze population of contributors in OSS projects.

There are some differences between our software
population pyramids and the general population pyra-
mids.

• Whereas a population pyramid consists of bars for
males and females, a software population pyramid
consists of coding bars for contributors and non-
coding contributors.

• In a general population pyramid, people appear at
birth and disappear when they die, but in a soft-
ware population pyramid, contributors start their
experiences when they enter and finish when they
leave the development communities. In this study,
we consider that a contributor left a project when
he/she did not give any contribution on that project
for more than three months. However, very few con-
tributors might come back to the project after three-
month (or more) interval. They disappear from the
pyramids while they are inactive temporarily. In
that case, we consider them as experienced contrib-
utors when they come back to the project.

• The height of general population pyramids are sim-
ilar to each other, because maximal life-span of hu-
man is not so different in each country. However,
software population pyramids have different heights,
because OSS projects have different existing periods
and people can leave freely.

• Because the parent-child relationships exist in pop-
ulation pyramids, there are correlations between the
volume of the parent population and the population
of children. However, software population pyramid
do not exhibit such relationships. This can cause
the pyramid to change dramatically.
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Table 1 GitHub development activities

Development Activities Overview Separation

commits Commit to the repository coding
pull requests Request a commit to committers

commit comments Comment against commit
issues An issue associated with a repository non-coding
issue comments Comment against commit
pull request comments Comment against commit pull request
events This is a read-only API to the GitHub events.
followers A follower to a user.
forks A copy of a repository
org members Users that are members of an organization.
repo collaborators Users with access to the repository. excluded in this study
repo labels Label list is labeled to the repositories
repos A dump of every public repository
issues events An event on an issue
users Github users.
watchers Users that have starred (was watched) a project

Fig. 2 Distribution of development periods and the number of
contributors.

Fig. 3 Distribution of the number of coding contributors and the
number of non-coding contributors.

2.3 Datasets

We analyze the GitHub dataset provided by Gousios [13].
This dataset includes developers’ activity histories for 90
OSS projects. Figures 2 and 3 show point diagrams that
plot metrics of projects. Figure 2 shows the distribu-
tion of development periods and the number of contrib-
utors. From Figure 2, we can see that homebrew has
many contributors and that the development period of
rails is long. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the num-
ber of coding contributors and the number of non-coding
contributors by project. From Figure 3, we see that
homebrew and rails have many coding and non-coding
contributors. From small to large-scale projects, this
dataset includes various types of projects. In total, this

Table 2 Example of data of activity and activity periods of
contributors in t1 and t2.

Pyramids in t1 Pyramids in t2
Working months Working months

Contributor coding non-coding coding non-coding

C1 1 - 4 -
C2 - - - 2
C3 - 3 2 6
C4 5 2 8 5
C5 - 4 - 7
C6 3 5 6 8

dataset includes 16 development activities, but to focus
on contributors’ activities, we use only six development
activities. Table 1 shows the name of 16 development
activities and an explanation of the content of these ac-
tivities. Pull request and commits are considered to be
coding-related activities, whereas commit comments, is-
sue comments, pull request comments and issue events
are considered non-coding activities. Events, follow-
ers, org members, repo collaborators, repo labels, repos,
users and watchers are not related to contributors’ activ-
ities. “Forks” is generally a contributor’s activity; how-
ever, fork itself does not contribute to the development,
and also fork is often done by a person before he/she
participate in a development as a contributor. So we
excluded it from the contributors’ activity list.

We classified contributors as coding and non-coding
contributors. Coding contributors are contributors who
have at least one code-related activity in their existing
periods. Non-coding contributors are contributors who
have not experienced code-related activities but have ex-
perienced non-coding activities. We obtained the dates
of those events for each contributor, and identified the
contribution period from the first event until the last
event. Details of how to obtain the data are explained in
Appendix A. Contribution periods are divided into cod-
ing periods and non-coding periods based on the
classification of the activity events. If a contributor has
only non-coding activities in his/her early period, the
period is regarded as a non-coding period and he/she
is regarded as a non-coding contributor. If a contribu-
tor has coding-related activities, the period is regarded
as a coding period and he/she is regarded as a coding
contributor.
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(b) Pyramids in t2.

Fig. 4 Examples of software population pyramids in t1 and t2

Table 2 shows an example of data of activity and
activity periods of contributors, and Figure 4 shows soft-
ware population pyramids that plot the data of Table 2.
The time t2 is three months later to the time t1. The
X-axis is the number of contributors. The center is zero,
the right side shows the number of coding contributors,
and left side shows non-coding contributors. The Y-axis
is the activity period of contributors. For example, con-
tributor C1 has coding activity periods of one month in
t1 and four months in t2. Therefore, he/she is plotted
as C1 in location in Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4 (b) as
a coding contributor. Contributor C2 has a non-coding
activity period of two months in t2. He/she is plotted
as C2 in location in Figure 4 (b) as a non-coding con-
tributor. In contrast, contributor C3 has a non-coding
activity period of three months in t1. He/she is plotted
as C3 in location in Figure 4 (a) as a non-coding con-
tributor. However, he/she has a coding activity period
of two months in t2. Therefore, he/she is plotted as C3 in
location in Figure 4 (b), having moved to the contributor
side.

The method of calculating activity periods used here
does not take into account actual activity between start
and end. In a previous study, we analyzed the frequency
of activities of contributors, finding that, although some
contributors continued to make small contributions for
long periods, there is no contributor that stops activities
in a project and then rejoins the project later [14]. How-
ever, it is important to take into account the frequencies
of contributions. This could be the future work of this
study.

3. Characteristics of Population Structures

We classify the shapes of software population pyramid,

Fig. 5 Distribution of CCR and NCR of OSS projects in GitHub.

and investigate their characteristics. For this purpose,
we propose two new measures. One is the proportion of
the number of non-coding contributors (non) to the num-
ber of coding contributors (coding), called the Coding
Contributors Ratio (CCR). CCR is defined as follows:

CCR =


coding − non

coding
(coding ≥ non)

coding − non

non
(coding < non)

CCR ranges from −1 to 1. Higher values mean that
more contributors are coding contributors, and lower val-
ues mean that more contributors are non-coding contrib-
utors. If the value is close to 0, the number of coding
contributors and the number of non-coding contributors
are similar.

The other proposed measure is the proportion of
the number of experienced contributors to the number of
newcomers (new contributors), called the New Contribu-
tors Ratio (NCR). In this study, we define newcomers as
contributors who have less than three months of activity
periods, and we define experienced contributors as those
with longer activity periods. NCR is defined as follows:

NCR =


new − experience

new
(new ≥ experience)

new − experience

experience
(new < experience)

NCR ranges from −1 to 1. Higher values mean that
more contributors are new contributors, and lower val-
ues mean that more contributors are experienced con-
tributors. If the value is close to 0, the number of new
contributors and the number of experienced contributors
are similar.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the projects using
the CCR and the NCR in September 2013. Because four
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gitlabhq
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cakephp
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Fig. 6 Examples of software population pyramids of each type. (Note that scales are
different)

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

600 400 200 0 200 400 600
homebrew

1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years

300 200 100 0 100 200 300
rails

Fig. 7 Examples of software population pyramids (CCR and NCR are close to 0). Scales
are different.
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projects did not have any contributors in this period,
we could not plot them. For that reason, there are 86
projects displayed in Figure 5. With this distribution,
we can classify the projects into the following four types:

• Type A: There are more newcomers than experi-
enced contributors, and more coding contributors
than non-coding ones in a project. So, the shape
of software population pyramid on the right side is
larger than the left side, and the bottom is larger
than others, also experienced contributors are plot-
ted intermittently.

• Type B: There are more newcomers than experi-
enced contributors, and more non-coding contribu-
tors than coding ones in a project. So, the shape
of software population pyramid on the right side is
larger than the left side,and the bottom part is larger
than other parts. Also, experienced contributors are
plotted intermittently.

• Type C: There are more experienced contributors
than newcomers, and more coding contributors than
non-coding ones in a project. So, the shape of soft-
ware population pyramid on the left side is larger
than the right side, and the bottom part is larger
than other parts. Also, experienced contributors are
plotted intermittently.

• Type D: There are more experienced contributors
than newcomers, and more non-coding contributors
than coding ones in a project. So, the shape of soft-
ware population pyramid on the left side is larger
than the right side, and experienced contributors
are plotted continuously.

There are 23 projects categorized Type A, 42
projects as Type B, 18 projects as Type C, and three
projects as Type D.Figure 6 presents examples of soft-
ware population pyramids belonging to Type A, Type B,
and Type C.

(a) Type A In these projects, there are few expe-
rienced non-coding contributors. In django-cms,
there are many moved contributors. Because many
developers moved from non-coding to coding, these
projects have many coding contributors.

(b) Type B Font-Awesome has many non-coding con-
tributors. This project makes Web icon fonts, and
many people sent requests for new icons to this
project. Therefore, many non-coding contributors
leave this project immediately following a short pe-
riod of contribution.

(c) Type C There are many moved contributors in
CraftBukkit. Also, there are many coding newcom-
ers. However, many coding contributors continue
their activities, because there are more experienced
contributors than there are newcomers.

In Figure 6, we see that the shapes of the pyramids
are different from each other. OSS projects are managed
by voluntary contributors, so contributors may not cor-
respond to the many bug reports in projects of Type B.
Additionally, it is difficult to obtain coding newcomers,
because there are no moved newcomers. However, there
are a few contributors that report bugs, such as in Type

A or C, so these projects have little chance of improving
the quality of the OSS through bug reports.

Figure 7 shows the software population pyramids of
homebrew and rails. Homebrew belongs to Type A, and
rails belongs to Type D. In these projects, both CCR
and NCR values are close to 0. These projects are con-
tinually gaining contributors because their software pop-
ulation pyramids do not have intermittent bars. In ad-
dition, there are many moved contributors. We can see
that these projects succeeded in attracting and retaining
new/experienced and coding/non-coding contributors.

Projects that are plotted close to the center of the
graph are well balanced in CCR and NCR. In these
projects, there are an almost equal the number of con-
tributors and newcomers, and almost equal the number
of non-coding contributors and coding ones too. It is our
important future work to consider adding another (5th)
project type to distinguish such projects from others.
For example, if we distinguish the projects that plotted
around the origin belonging to the top 10% and others,
six project such as homebrew, rails, bitcoin, diaspora,
openFrameworks and redis meet that definition.

4. Population Projection

For project managers, it is important to maintain experi-
enced contributors. Therefore, we propose a population
projection method of the number of contributors in OSS
projects using demographic methods.

4.1 Cohort component population projection

We predict the number of contributors using a simplified
cohort component population projection. In demogra-
phy, a cohort is a group of subjects share a particular
event during a particular time span. Cohort component
population projection is the simplest population projec-
tion method. Isserman offers a way to project the size
of populations [15]. Isserman’s method uses the survival
rate [16], as well as fertility, mortality, and migration
data. We can project the size of populations at a certain
age cohort using following formulas:

Population of age (X + n) in year (T + n) =

Survival Rate× Population of age X in year T

where

Survival Rate =

Population of age (X + n) in year T

Population of age X in year (T − n)

X is the age of the cohort being examined, n is an interval
of time usually set at ten years representing the period
of time between the two most recent censuses, and T
is the year of the most recent census. We replace each
variable in our software population pyramids such that X
is the activity period of the cohort being examined, n is
an interval of time set at three months representing the
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Table 3 Median of ABRE.

non-coding moved coding All
cohort baseline method cohort baseline method cohort baseline method cohort baseline method

Type A 0.4993 0.5000 0.3027 0.5000 0.1865 0.3731 0.2534 0.5000
Type B 0.5000 0.6332 0.3923 0.5000 0.5000 0.5750 0.5000 0.5917
Type C 0.6711 1.0000 0.2500 0.7179 0.3684 0.6250 0.3333 0.7500
Type D 0.3137 1.0000 0.2378 0.2500 0.4808 0.6154 0.2875 0.6667
All types 0.5000 0.6667 0.3299 0.5000 0.4074 0.5417 0.4000 0.6000

period of time between the two most recent contributors
counting, and 3 m in year T is the month of most recent
contributors counting.

For example, we consider a case of a projection 10
to 19 year-old population in 2020. In this projection,
we use 0 to 9 year-old population in 2000 and 10 to 19
year-old population in 2010 to calculate a survival rate
of 0 to 9 year-old population. Here, the survival rate is
calculated as follows.

Survival Rate =

Population of age (10 to 19) in 2010

Population of age (0 to 9) in 2000

where

Population of age (10 to 19) in 2020 =

Survival Rate of 0 to 9×
Population of age (0 to 9) in 2010

In this way, to calculate the population of each co-
hort and to sum them. The cohort component method
includes birth and net migrants in general. Births are
the same as newcomers to an OSS project in our study.
Births are derived from the number of mothers and the
birth rate. However, these input data do not exist for the
number of contributors, so we use following very simple
formula to calculate newcomers:

newcomer =

(P {T} + P {T − n}) / 2

where

P {T} = Population activity period 3 m in year T

Additionally, we do not consider that contributors
move to other projects in our study, so we do not calcu-
late net migration.

4.2 Evaluation

With the cohort component population projection
method, we project a future population size for the 36
projects that have more than 100 contributors. There are
four projects categorized as Type A, 21 projects as Type
B, nine projects as Type C, and two projects as Type
D. In this study, we project the number of contributors
of September 2013 by calculating the survival rate from
the number of contributors of March and June 2013. In
order to verify the projection accuracy of our proposed
method, we compared it with the baseline method, which

assumes that the number of contributors of September
and June 2013 are the same. Populations are projected
for non-coding, moved, and coding contributors, sepa-
rately.

To evaluate the projection accuracy, we compare the
projection error of our propose method to the baseline
method one. MRE (Magnitude of Relative Error) [17] or
MER (Magnitude of Error Relative to estimate) [18] are
used to evaluate the prediction accuracy. We use ABRE
(Absolute Balanced Relative Error) [19] as an evalua-
tion metric of the prediction accuracy for the number of
contributors remaining.

Measured values of the number of contributors is
denoted as x, and the predicted value of the number of
contributors is denoted as x̂. Each indicator is deter-
mined by the following equation:

MRE =
|x− x̂|

x

MER =
|x− x̂|

x̂

ABRE =


|x̂− x|

x
(x̂− x ≥ 0)

|x̂− x|
x̂

(x̂− x < 0)

For these metrics, lower values indicate higher ac-
curacy. MRE is the relative error of the predicted value
to the actual value and MER is the relative error be-
tween predicted and actual values to the predicted value.
However, MRE and MER share the problem that these
measures cannot distinguish excessive prediction and too
little prediction. In this study, we evaluated projection
accuracy by using the ABRE to evaluate the balance be-
tween excessive prediction and too little prediction.

To investigate the projection accuracy, we used
the Wilcoxon non-parametric statistical hypothesis test.
Wilcoxon test is generally used when comparing two re-
lated samples to assess whether their population mean
ranks differ. It can be used as an alternative to the
paired Student’s t-test, t-test for matching pairs, or the
t-test for dependent samples when the population can-
not be assumed to be normally distributed. With the
Wilcoxon test, we test the difference between the ABREs
of our propose method and the ABREs of the baseline
method. In particular, we test each project type (Type
A-D) and each contribution type (non-coding, moved,
coding). Then, we test their measures of central ten-
dency, and investigate whether there are significant dif-
ferences in projection accuracy.

Table 3 shows the median of the ABREs. If the
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Table 4 Result of Wilcoxon test.

p-value
non-coding moved coding All

Type A 0.02748 0.00158 0.26867 0.00014
Type B 0.00037 0.01845 0.06200 0.00001
Type C 0.05935 0.00035 0.16000 0.00013
Type D 0.00001 0.02700 0.02901 0.00000
All types 0.00000 0.00000 0.00116 0.00000

ABRE value is close to 0, the projection accuracy is high.
In Table 3, projection accuracies of our proposed method
are higher than the baseline method in all predictions.
Table 4 shows the result of the Wilcoxon test (95% con-
fidence), where bold numbers indicate the statistical sig-
nificant improvements by the proposed (cohort) method.
In Table 4, projection of non-coding contributors has no
significant difference in Type C, and projections of cod-
ing contributors have no significant difference in Type
A, B, and C. However, projection of all contributors and
all types have significant difference. In this result, the
projection accuracy of our proposed method was higher
than the baseline method. On the other hand, there
was no difference in the predictive accuracy between dif-
ferent project types in this projection. This result shows
the possibility that the reduction of contributors depends
little on type of activities, the number of newcomers or
experienced contributors.

Figure 8 shows actual software population pyramids
and lines of predicted values. We can see that most of
the lines are surprisingly well fitted to the observed data,
especially near the top of each pyramid. In this study,
we define short-term contributors as contributors that
have activity period of less than one year, and define
long-term contributors as contributors that have activity
period of equal to or more than one year. The median of
ABRE of short-term contributors is 0.4055, and median
of ABRE of long-term contributors is 0.3333. The result
of the Wilcoxon rank test (95% confidence) showed that
the difference is significant (p-value = 0.0460), which in-
dicates that the projection of the number of long-term
contributors is higher accuracy than the projection of the
number of short-term contributors.

5. Related Work

Web services for software developers, such as GitHub†

and Open Hub††, are popular. Therefore, we can easily
understand the activity of contributors in OSS. Dabbish
et al. asserted that exposing the activity of contribu-
tors through social network services is likely to rapidly
promote cooperation and learning in OSS development.
They interviewed GitHub users and examined coopera-
tion and learning in the OSS community [4]. They found
that contributors build a set from the activity informa-
tion in GitHub, such as consulting someone else’s tech-
nique when they edit code.

There are many studies that focus on the social as-
pects of software development. Bogdan noted the success
of an OSS project depends to a large extent on the so-

†GitHub https://github.com/
††Open Hub https://www.openhub.net/

cial aspects. He sought to increase understanding of how
human aspects, gamification, and social media influence
OSS [20]. Phillips et al. considered the building of team
effectiveness and found that many challenges are social,
not technical. They applied insights from group dynam-
ics and organizations to inform the design of engineering
tools and practices to improve the building of team ef-
fectiveness [21].

We considered that homebrew and rails are success-
ful projects. However, the success of software devel-
opment cannot be decided easily. Ralph et al. inter-
viewed an interdisciplinary sample of 191 design profes-
sionals concerning their perceptions of software engineer-
ing success. They concluded that stakeholder impacts
are driven by project efficiency, artifact quality, and mar-
ket performance [22]. However, we consider the success
of OSS to be related to contributors as well.

There are studies about prediction of contributors
and the continuity of contributors’ activity. Steinmacher
et al. argued that the sustainability of many OSS
projects relies on retaining newcomers. They discussed
some barriers faced by newcomers to OSS [6]. Addition-
ally, they found that 20% of new contributors become
long-term contributors [23].

Rastogi et al. presented a framework that charac-
terizes the stability of the community in software main-
tenance projects using community participation pat-
terns. They modeled community participation pat-
terns of contributors and forecast future behavior to
help plan and support informed decision making [24].
Also, Loyala et al. proposed a methodology that adapts
Lotka-Volterra-based biological models used for describ-
ing host-parasite interactions to understand how the
population of OSS contributors evolves over time. Their
experiments showed that the proposed approach per-
forms effectively in terms of providing an estimation of
the population of developers for each project over time
[25].

Zhou and Mockus studied long-term contributors
(LTC), analyzing the behavior of individual participants
in Gnome and Mozilla [26]. They reported that future
LTCs tend to be more active and show more community-
oriented attitudes than do other joiners during their first
month.

Social network analysis is a research area related to
this study. For example, Bird et al. reported that de-
velopers play a significant social role in email lists [27].
Similarly, Bird et al. analyzed email addresses in OSS
projects to examine the community structure among de-
velopers [28].

Onoue et al. studied the characteristics of develop-
ers’ activities, finding that various developers Are char-
acterized by different types of development activities [14].

Hata et al. studied the characteristics of sustain-
able OSS projects through game theoretical analysis and
empirical analysis[29]. They reported that to have cod-
ing developers, that is, to incentivize developers to code,
the projects should prepare documents, or the projects
or third parties should hire developers. These strate-
gies were in fact implemented by sustainable projects in
GitHub.
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1 year

2 years

3 years

150 100 50 0 50 100 150
（a） elasticsearch

1 year

2 years

600 300 0 300 600
（b） gitlabhq

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

500 250 0 250 500
（c） homebrew

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

500 250 0 250 500
（d） rails

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

250 200 150 100 50 0 50 100 150 200 250
（e） symfony

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

75 50 25 0 25 50 75
（f） TrinityCore

Fig. 8 Comparing measured and predicted values of the number of contributors.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we focus on contributors to OSS projects
using a demographic approach. In OSS projects, many
people are involved in development, meaning that human
resources are very important for OSS. We conclude that
we can predict the future of participation in OSS projects
by analyzing them from a demographic perspective.

In the field of demography, researchers create popu-
lation pyramids to analyze the current situation of se-
lected countries. We proposed a population pyramid
for OSS projects called the software population pyramid.
Contributors are considered the constituent member of
the communities, and the contribution periods are re-
garded as experience periods or lifetimes. A software
population pyramid consists of two back-to-back bar
graphs, with the population plotted on the X-axis and
experience on the Y-axis. One of the bar graphs shows
coding contributors and the other shows non-coding con-
tributors in a particular population in three-month ex-
perience groups.

We classified shapes of the software population pyra-
mid and compared them. To classify the shape of these
pyramids, we proposed two new measures, CCR and
NCR. CCR is the proportion of the number of non-
coding to the number of coding contributors, and NCR
is the proportion of the number of experienced contribu-

tors to the number of newcomers. Using these measures,
we classified 86 software population pyramids into four
types as follows.

• Type A: There are more newcomers than experi-
enced contributors, and more coding contributors
than non-coding ones in a project.

• Type B: There are more newcomers than experi-
enced contributors, and more non-coding contribu-
tors than coding ones in a project.

• Type C: There are more experienced contributors
than newcomers, and more coding contributors than
non-coding ones in a project.

• Type D: There are more experienced contributors
than newcomers, and more non-coding contributors
than coding ones in a project.

There were 23 projects categorized as Type A, 42
projects as Type B, 18 projects as Type C, and three
projects as Type D. The result indicates that, for
projects in Type A and Type B, contributors do not stay
long time in their projects after their contributions. For
projects of Type C and Type D, they can not get enough
newcomers; thus, they should consider how to recruit
newcomers. So, those projects should consider how to
get newcomers. Especially, Type C projects should at-
tract non-coding newcomers, e.g. who post many issues,
so that some of them might become coding newcomers
as well.
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Through empirical research, we found that the
shapes and the transitions of software population pyra-
mids vary depending on the status of the development
communities. However, it is difficult to clarify the com-
ponents of the contributor population of OSS projects
using only these values. Other, new metrics are needed
to clarify contributors’ components in OSS projects. For
example, the number of activities or frequency of activi-
ties should be considered.

The demographic approach of population projection
is a powerful way to predict future population dynam-
ics. In this study, we projected the number of con-
tributors of September 2013 using the simplified cohort
component population projection that calculates the sur-
vival rate from the number of contributors of March and
June 2013. In order to verify the projection accuracy of
our proposed method, we compare it with the baseline
method, which assumes that the number of contribu-
tors of September and June 2013 are the same. To sta-
tistically compare the projection accuracy, we used the
Wilcoxon non-parametric statistical hypothesis test. As
a result, the projection accuracy of our proposed method
was higher than the baseline method. However, this
projection method cannot predict long-term contribu-
tion patterns because it does not predict newcomers in
a narrow sense. Therefore, our future work includes im-
proving the accuracy of these predictions and expanding
the prediction to account for newcomers and to extend
predictions into the long-term future. We believe this
perspective is also important for OSS projects to man-
age sustainable development communities.
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Appendix A: The method for obtaining data

In this appendix, we show the method for obtaining data.
We obtained the dates of development activities for each
contributor, and identified the contribution period from
the first activity to the last activity. Figure A· 1 shows
an example of the data of commit comments. This is a
record for one of the commit comment. It has dates such
as “created at” and “updated at”. We identify the con-
tribution period of contributors from those dates. Con-
tribution periods are divided into coding periods and
non-coding periods based on the classification of the
activities as shown in Table 1.
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{

      "html_url": "https://github.com/octocat/...",

      "url": "https://api.github.com/repos/octocat/...",

      "id": 1,

      "body": "Great stuff",

      "path": "file1.txt",

      "position": 4,

      "line": 14,

      "commit_id": "6dcb09b5b57875f334f61aebed6...",

      "user": {

            "login": "octocat",

            "id": 1,

            "avatar_url": "https://github.com/images/...",

            "html_url": "https://github.com/octocat",            

                                            .

                                            .

                                            .

            "events_url": "https://api.github.com/users/...",

            "received_events_url": "https://api.github.com/...",

            "type": "User",

            "site_admin": false

     },

      "created_at": "2011-04-14T16:00:49Z",

      "updated_at": "2011-04-14T16:00:49Z"

}

Fig.A· 1 An examples of commit comments data.
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